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Sort My Photos! is an application that presents a clear and concise interface, allowing you to organize your photos and videos in your Windows 8.1 computer. With this tool, you can find the duplicates and move them to another location, or delete them, so you get more space for new pictures. There are no restrictions whatsoever on the number of images you have or on the amount of free disk space you use.
Categorizing your pictures and organizing them the way you want are very easy, and you can do it in three ways: by year, by month, and by day. It's an application that does not require any installation or registration in order to use it, and it will not have any impact on your computer's performance, since all the necessary settings for the way you want your pictures to be organized are visible and easy to access.

Thanks to the fully compatible installation with Windows 8.1, you have a tool that you can rely on whenever you want to sort your photos. Better with Windows 8 Sort My Photos! really works at a higher level of maturity with Windows 8.1 and is, therefore, among the best applications that will help you manage all your images. It is particularly pleasant and well organized with Windows 8.1, and the various options
are well integrated, so you will no longer be able to find any trick or glitch in the interface. Thanks to this, Sort My Photos! is a solid and stable tool that will help you to easily put your images in the right order, a feature that will allow you to enjoy a clean, uncluttered home screen when you open your computer. Sort my Photos! - a utility solution for organizing Sort my Photos! Sort my Photos! - is a utility tool for

Windows 8 that will allow you to organize your images in various ways. You can also easily put them in order, or organize your pictures in your computer's internal disk, or even choose to show them in thumbnails. Similar software shotlights: SortMyPhotosEdit 3.1SortMyPhotosEdit is a tool that allows you to sort the images on your computer by date, time of day or month. You also can export your photos in a
number of different ways, e.g., to disk, mail. SortMyPhotosEdit will allow you to sort photos by any of these criteria, and then... SortMyPhotos 2.0SortMyPhotos is a tool that allows

Sort My Photos! For Windows 8.1 Crack+ Keygen Full Version

- Organize and sort your photos by date or title! - Create year, month and day folders in ascending or descending order - Sort and sort images by created date and find duplicates. - More options are available in the free and pro version. - Sort My Photos! supports Windows 8.1 - Sort images by file size, by camera or type, or sort images by content - See file size, content type or camera of each image - Use date to
create year, month and day folders. - Sort the year, month and day folders by descending or ascending order - Sort images by date - Sort by file size, by type or by content - You can scan a specific folder of your hard drive to find duplicate images. - You can delete duplicate images and move them to another folder. - Full EXIF/GPS metadata support - You can change the size and shape of the thumbnails. - Save
multiple view modes for each folder so that you can see your photos from different angles. - You can either cycle through the photos in a folder or select one using a cursor. - You can group multiple files into one folder - Sort My Photos! supports Windows 8.1 - You can sort the year, month and day folders by ascending or descending order - You can even sort images by their quality (raw or jpeg) - The app can

identify duplicates and you can move them to another location. - Create date folders (year, month and day) - You can delete duplicate photos or move them to a folder. - Full EXIF/GPS metadata support - View full EXIF/GPS info for each picture - You can select one image to scan using a "Find in Files" option. - You can view the time they were shot, camera model and make - Do you have a folder full of photos
that are in need of sorting? Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 can help you do just that. It can organize and sort your photos with great efficiency. You can make a quick study of the metadata of your images and batch process them for all sorts of purposes. Examine your pictures at any time and delete any redundant files and duplicate files right from the tool. - Eliminate duplicates and manage files - Organize and

sort your photos by date or title! - Create year, month and day folders in ascending or descending order - 09e8f5149f
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Sort My Photos! is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. It can create folders and sort by date, and it is also possible to find duplicates. Features of Sort My Photos! : - Sort pictures by date - Sort pictures by name - Organize pictures by subfolders - Find duplicates -
Extract the first picture from a group - Extract the last picture from a group - Extract the picture that matches a specified criteria - Detect a duplicate using EXIF, GPS and other metadata - Subfolder exclusion - Duplicates exclusion - Sort pictures by date in subfolders Sort My Photos! is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and
will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 trial version allows users to download only a 15-day trial version of the software, and to unlock the full version with a trial license key. You can purchase a license key for Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 via the configuration page of the app as long as the trial version is active, even though it is limited to 15 days only.
Sort My Photos! is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. Sort My Photos! is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. Sort My
Photos! is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. Sort My Photos! is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. Sort My Photos!
is an application that organizes pictures by date. The application will maintain a list of pictures taken in a particular folder, and will sort the folder by the date when the picture was taken. Sort My Photos! is an application that

What's New In?

Paid apps in Windows Store are your access to the best apps on the Windows platform, including PC and mobile games, learning apps, business apps and more. Paid apps are available only through the Windows Store, not through external sources or software download. Is there a better version of this app? If you're reading this and the only complaint you have is that this isn't the best app in the Windows Store, click
here to vote on this app and tell us why we should drop this app from the Store, or vote on another app you want us to drop! :) Sort My Photos! is a digital photo organizer for Windows 8 and Windows 8.1. Simply drag and drop images into the program and the application will process, sort, rename and group them for you. Features: • Organize, sort and group your images based on the date and time they were taken
• Convert images to the most popular image formats, including JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, and TIFF • Detect and remove duplicates • Read EXIF information How to Use Sort My Photos! to organize your images: 1. Click or drag and drop images into the program 2. Apply or remove preferred images in one go by using the up/down button on the toolbar 3. Explore options under the Advanced tab 4. Customize the
sort order with the provided popup menus When you purchase a license for Sort My Photos!, you get lifetime access, there is no time limit on the number of images you can upload or organize. The app works on any computer running Windows 8 or later, including Windows 8.1. Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 app details: Paid apps are a special kind of apps available only through the Windows Store. You don't
have to worry about fake, virus, and spyware. The quality of apps from the Store is the best, so you can trust any apps in the Store. Paid apps are usually more stable than free apps and have some advanced features. Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 free trial details: Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 is a free trial version of the app. To see all the features and get an idea of how the app works, you can either try the
free trial version or purchase the full version. Sort My Photos! for Windows 8.1 Pricing details: Sort My Photos! for Windows
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System Requirements:

Windows Vista or higher 1 GHz or faster processor 128 MB of RAM DirectX 9.0 or higher Screenshot Tools 1.0 or higher Network adapter Features: The possibilities of Metro style games is still new. Last week we have already talked about Metro graphical styles, and the behavior, and there are already games on the market. Games like Win8 style have been around for ages. If you don’t believe in the beauty of a
good Metro game, let’s show you how
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